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It is true that Apple has not yet opened the iPhone and iPod Touch for full application development,
but then there are abundant Web-based applications out there. In fact, you are confronted with a
host of choices that makes it almost impossible to identify some of the best. Although Apple has not
made the iPhone an open platform for developers, it has unfailingly encouraged development of
Web-based applications for the iPhone.

Being a thoroughly innovative first-generation device, iPhone has captivated the fancy of a vast
majority of mobile phone users. Apple has reported that more than 500 million applications were
downloaded and about a billion dollars was earned exclusively in apps this year.

An iPhone application is a product that can be used to promote your business or it can be sold as a
consumer product. There are a plethora of benefits having iPhone applications especially for the
growth and development of your business.

Please know that creating iPhone apps for your business use is incredibly simple. It is not
necessary for you to be a computer whiz or be familiar with Xcode to create a useful app. All you
need is a great idea and way and the ability to implement that idea into functionality.

You can hire an iPhone programmer, program it yourself, or simply use another software "wizard"
program that will help you develop your ideal iPhone app. But please remember that you will have to
submit your application to the App Review Team for approval before it can be released on the
iPhone.

Whatever the nature of your business, luring new customers and making them aware of the benefits
of your product is the key to enlarging your sales. With a well developed iPhone app, business
enterprises can advertise their service to an ever swelling tech savvy audience. This is an
innovative way to present your company to the marketplace and it will also help build brand
recognition.

It is no secret that all business houses are out there only to make profit. There can be iPhone apps
that will ideally relate to your business or the products/services you are selling. A well designed
iphone app can help you increase profits and aid in many ways to generate additional revenue.

Your iPhone app can have a feature whereby customers can send a message 24X7 from your
company/business iPhone app.

The benefits of creating iPhone apps for businesses are manifold and few of the prominent ones are:

1. Straightaway earn money selling your app in the marketplace

2. You can create a "viral" promotion with your fun app

3. Enable customers to contact your business easily

4. Allow customers set up reservations if you are running a restaurant

5. Customers can make instant orders of your products
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6. Facilitate your employees to remotely access your business database

After the launch of smartphones like the iPhone, Android and Blackberry the marketing potential of
applications for these phones is being fully realized. Now many companies successfully use
smartphone apps to communicate with their customers.

Several excellent iPhone applications have been developed for social networking sites. These
applications are extremely useful for keeping in touch with friends, family members, and colleagues.
Facebook, Multiply, and Twitter (via Pocket Tweets or Thin Cloud) are all well known social
networking sites that have dedicated iPhone application access. There are also many social
networking sites designed specially for iPhone users like iRovr, iPling, and iPhone Colony.
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